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ABSTRACT 
A general framework, leading to a parametrization of all rational functions which 
interpolate a given set of pairs of points, is investigated. This framework is based on 
the Euclidean algorithm. The resulting parametrization has the property that it keeps 
track of the complexity of both the numerator and of the denominator polynomials of 
the interpolating functions. The Cauchy interpolation problem and the related Padi: 
approximation problem can be treated within this framework. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The ratiod interpolation problem is defined as follows. Given are N 
pairs of points denoted by 
(l.la) 
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For any positive integer n, 11 denotes the set { 1,2,. . . , n}. There are 8 
distinct points; vi is the multiplicity of a,. We are looking for rational 
functions +(a) satisfying the interpolation conditions: 
(l.lb) 
where D denotes differentiation with respect to a. 
There is a rich literature on the interpolation problem dating back to 
Jacobi, who studied it more than a century ago. The connections of interpola- 
tion with system theory have long been recognized. A small sample of classic 
investigations stressing these connections is Youla and Saito (1967), Belevitch 
(1970), Delsarte, Genin, and Kamp (1981), who applied interpolation to 
network and system synthesis; and Ball and Helton (1983), who laid the 
theoretical foundations for the celebrated Hmoptimal control system design 
problem. 
One of the main problems of rational interpolation is the parametrization 
of all solutions of a given degree of complexity. The degree of complexity of 
an irreducible rational function + = z/y, i.e. z, y coprime polynomials, can 
be defined in different ways; one is the McMillun degree denoted by a($), 
and a second one is the complexity denoted by K(+): 
a(+) := max(deg z,deg y }, (1.2a) 
K( +) := deg z + deg y. (1.2b) 
The first question which arises is whether, given positive integers a,,, K~, 
there exists a rational function (P interpolating the pairs of points (l.la), such 
that a(+)= f!& and/or K(+)= K,,. Positive integers which satisfy these re- 
quirements will be called admissible. Further questions are to find the 
smallest admissible integer, more generally, to characterize the whole set of 
admissible integers, and finally, given an admissible integer, to parametrize 
ail corresponding interpolating functions. 
The above questions for the interpolation problem with degree of com- 
plexity defined by (1.2a) have been answered in AntouIas and Anderson 
(1986). As it turns out, the main tool for studying this problem is the socalled 
Liiwner or divideddiffkwnces matrix. Let q be the rank of an (almost) 
square L&vner matrix L (i.e. a matrix which has at most one more row than 
column or vice versa) which is constructed from the pairs of points (l.la). It 
follows that the minimal admissible 6, denoted by amti, can have one of two 
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possible values, namely 
amin=q or 6,,,=N-q, 
according to whether all 9 x 9 submatrices of L, and of an associated matrix 
I,*, are nonsingular or not. The set of admissible integers in the first case is 
i.e., there are no admissible integers between 9 and N - 9; in the second case 
they are 
N-q,N-g+l,N-9+2 ,.... 
The parametrization of all interpolating functions of some admissible McMil- 
lan degree S,, is reduced to the parametrization of all elements c in the kernel 
of any Lijwner matrix of size (N - 6, - 1) X (8, + 1). For details the reader is 
referred to Antoulas and Anderson (1986). 
Our goal in this paper is to investigate a general framework for the study 
of the rational interpolation problem (l.l), which offers the possibility of 
being able to keep track of the degree of complexity K(+) of the interpolating 
functions I#B [recall that K(G) is defined by (1.2b)]. The main tool for the 
investigation of this problem is the Euclidean algorithm, first introduced by 
Kronecker for the study of interpolation problems in 1881. The Euclidean 
algorithm will be applied to the following two polynomials: (a) the poly- 
nomial ao( a), whose roots are exactly the ui in (l.la) with the appropriate 
multiplicities, i.e. 
O-3) 
and (b) the Lagrange interpolating polynomial al(a) of the pairs of points 
(l.la); this is the unique polynomial of degree less than N satisfying the 
interpolation conditions 
Dj-lul(0)l~=,=~i,j-l, j EEi, i Efj. (1.4) 
After a preliminary result in Section 2, we show in Section 3 that K,~, 
the smallest admissible degree of complexity, as well as the set of all 
admissible integers are simple functions of the degrees of the successive 
quotients generated by the application of the Euclidean algorithm to a,, (I r 
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[see Equation (3.4) and Corollary 3.5(a)]. Furthermore, the Euclidean al- 
gorithm yields an explicit parametrization of interpolating functions corre- 
sponding to admissible degrees of complexity (Theorem 3.2). 
As by-products we also obtain the solution of two important problems 
which are related: the Cauchy interpolation probLm and the Pads? approxi- 
mation problem. The former consists in parametrizing all interpolating func- 
tions $I = z/y, with given fixed numerator and denominator degrees such 
that their sum is equal to the number of interpolating points minus one, i.e. 
K( $a) = N - 1. The latter problem is defined as follows. We are given a formal 
power series f(u)=Ct,act_icr-r, which can be interpreted as the Taylor 
series expansion of f(a) around u = 0. Given a positive integer N, we are 
asked to find all rational functions +(a) whose formal power-series expansion 
(Taylor series expansion around u = 0) matches the first iV terms c,,, . . . , cN_ 1, 
of the power-series expansion of f(u), and in addition K(+) = N - 1. Clearly, 
the Pade approximation problem can be viewed as a special case of the 
general Cauchy interpolation problem where the interpolation takes place 
exclusively at the origin, i.e., in (l.la) 8 = 1, ui = 0, and (pi, j_ i = (j - l)!cj_ r, 
j E E. In this particular case a,(u), and the Lagrange interpolating poly- 
nomial a X a) can be given explicitly: 
au(u) = uN, al(u) = cN_luN-l + - - * + cp + co. (1.5) 
Thus the solution of the Cauchy interpolation problem given in Corollary 
3.5(b) provides a solution to the Pad& approximation problem as well. 
Many mathematicians have investigated these two problems already in 
the last century: Jacobi (1846), Kronecker (1881), Pade (1892). The book of 
Walsh (1956) gives the first systematic account of this whole area. For recent 
treatments of the Pade approximation problem see Gragg (1972), Baker 
(1975), and Gilewicz (1978), to mention but a few. 
2. THE EUCLIDEAN ALGORITHM 
In this section we will summarize certain well-known facts on the 
Euclidean algorithm which will be used in Section 3. 
All the polynomials are over a fixed field, usually taken to be the reals; the 
indeterminate will be denoted (whenever needed) by u. 
Consider the polynomials aO, a, satisfying 
dega,:= N> dega,. 
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There exist a positive integer n and unique nonzero polynomials u a, a a,. . . , an 
such that 
aj=9j+i9j+i+uj+s, j=O,l,...,n-1, untl=O, (2.la) 
and 
deguj>deguj+,, j=O,l,..., n. (2.lb) 
We will denote the degrees of the successive quotients by 
vi := deg 9j, j=l ,...,n. (2.lc) 
This is the celebrated Euclidean algorithm. It follows that a, is the greatest 
common divisor of u0 and a,. 
We also define two sequences of polynomials xi, yi, i = 0, 1,2,. . . , n + 1, 
with deg xi > deg xi_ i, deg yi > deg yi_ i, recursively using the quotients 9i: 
[ry:]+qi_,[*y::;] = [“y:;:], [;;I:= [;I? [;:I:= [;I. (2.2) 
The following properties hold: 
x,+1= (- l)“+‘~,/~“, y,+1= ( - v%.J~“; (2.3a) 
xiYi+l-Yixi+l=( -l)iY i=O,1,2 ,..., 12, (2.3b) 
which implies that xi, yi are coprime for all i; finally 
u(gi + u,yi = uj, i=O,1,2 ,..., n+l. (2.3~) 
For our purposes, based on the Euclidean algorithm, we need to investi- 
gate the polynomial solutions x, y, z of the equation 
u,x + u,y = 2. (2.4) 
With the quantities defiend above, the following result holds true. 
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LEMMA 2.5. For every triple of polynomials x, y, z satisfying Equation 
(2.4), there exist unique polynomials m,, m,, . . . , m,, m,, 1 such that 
with deg mi < vi, i = 1,. . . , n. 
Proof. The proof is divided in two parts. 
(a) We will first show that z can be written as claimed. For this purpose, 
z is divided by a,; the remainder of this division, denoted by zr, is divided in 
turn by a,; andsoon. Weobtain ~~=rn~a~+z~+~, with degzj+,<degaj, 
ZO :=z, j=O,l >..*, n. Clearly, the mj satisfy the desired degree properties. 
Furthermore eliminating zj, j = 1,. . . , n, from the above equations, we 
obtain 
n 
2 = C miai + Z,+lr 
i=O 
which is substituted in (2.4) to yield 
n 
a,x + a,y = 1 miai + z,+~. 
i=O 
Since a,, divides ai, i=O,l,..., n-l, it follows that a,, divides z,+r. By 
assumption, however, deg an > deg z, + r; consequently z n + r = 0. Since a ,, + 1 
= 0, x can be expressed as claimed. To prove the uniqueness of this 
decomposition, we notice that 
x= 2 miai= t @a, 
i-0 i=O 
* i~o(mi-~i)ai=O. 
Since the ith surnmand has degree greater than the (i + 1)st summand, we 
must have (mi - &)a, = 0, for all i, which implies mi = Ci. 
(b) There remains to show that x and y can also be written as linear 
combinations of the xi, yi. Adding up the equations (2.3c), multiplied by the 
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appropriate mi, and using the result of part (a), we obtain 
Subtracting this equation from Equation (2.4) yields 
Thus the two quantities in parentheses are multiples of x,+ i, Y”, i respec- 
tively, i.e. ~-Xy~L,gmiri=m,+ir,+i and Y-X~=emiYi=m,+iY,+i, for 
some polynomial m,, i. 
This concludes the proof of the lemma. 
3. PARAMETRIZATION OF ALL RATIONAL 
INTERPOLATING FUNCTIONS 
In this section we make use of Lemma 2.5 in order to obtain a parametri- 
zation of all rational functions + = z/y interpolating the given pairs of points 
@la), keeping track, at the same time, of the degree of complexity K($J), 
defined by (1.2b). 
Recall the definitions (1.3), (1.4) of the polynomials aa( al(a). Clearly 
degu, = N> degai. 
The Euclidean algorithm (2.la) applied to a,, a, generates the sequence of 
polynomials 
as well as the sequence of quotients qk, k E p, their degrees being defined by 
(2.1~). Furthermore, the recursive formulae (2.2) generate the sequence 
(3.lb) 
The following is an important result. 
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THEOREM 3.2. For every rational function +(a) which interpolates the 
given N pairs of points @la), there exists a unique set of polynomials mi, 
i=O,1,2 ,..., n, n + 1, such that 
n+1 
C mi(a)ai(a) 
+(a)= ;=_“, 
C mi(U)Yi(“) ’ 
degm,<v,, iE_n, (3.3a) 
i=O 
where ai, yi are as given by (3.la,b). In addition, the m,(u) and the yi(u) 
have to satisfy the relationships 
n+l 
C "i("j>Yi(uj> + 09 j E !. (3.3b) 
i=O 
Proof. Let the triple of polynomials x, y, 2 satisfy the equation a,x + 
a,y = z. If we divide by y, we obtain 
x 
ao-+aa,=t. 
Y Y 
Thus, provided that ~(a,) # 0, i E 6’, we have 
44 
Dj-lal(u)I,_o, =Dj-ly(o) 7 j E?i, iE@, 
(I 
E 
0, 
which means that because of (1.4), $ = z/y is a rational function interpolat- 
ing the desired pairs of points. 
Conversely, let + := z/y be a rational interpolating function of the pairs 
(l.la). Clearly, z - a,y is a polynomial which has the ui as roots, with the 
appropriate multiplicities. Thus it must be a multiple of aO, i.e. z - a,y = a,x, 
for some polynomial x. This implies that every interpolating function corre- 
sponds to some solution triple x, y, z of the equation aOlc + a,y = z, with 
YC”i) + O* 
Having established the equivalence between interpolating functions and 
solutions of the polynomial equation (2.4), Lemma 2.5 establishes (3.3a) as 
claimed. Moreover, y(ui) # 0, i E f?, is equivalent to (3.3b). n 
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We will next determine the set of admissible degrees of complexity K(G), 
defined by (1.2b). Let, in (3.3a), the summation be from index k up to and 
including index k + I; i.e., let mi = 0, i < k, i > k + 1, while mk z 0 and 
mk+r # 0. Then 
K(+)=degu,+degf++degy,+r+deg?++,, m,#O, mk+l + O- 
From (2.la) and (2.2) it follows that deg ak = N- deg yk+l; (2.1~) implies 
degak+degyr=N-vk+vk+Vk+l+ ..a +vk+r_l. The above considera- 
tions show that if we want to parametrize the interpolating functions 
+=2/y with 
K( (p) := deg z + deg y < N, 
we have to choose all mk constant. In particular, if we require: 
(a) K(C#J) < N, we have to choose 1 = 0, in which case K(C#J) = N - vk; 
because of (3.3b), the index k has to be such that yk(uj) # 0, j E @. In this 
case there is a unique interpolating function with fixed numerator and 
denominator degree: 
uk(“) 
Ykb) ’ 
(b) K(+) = N, we have to choose I = 1; In this case there is a one-parame- 
ter family of interpolating functions with fixed numerator and denominator 
degrees: 
ak(u)+mk+luk+l(u) z Ykbi) 
!dkc”)+ mk+lYk+l(“) ’ mk+l Yk+l(‘j) ’ 
jE@, k=0,1,2 ,..., n. 
The constant mk+l is the free parameter, which however, because of (3.3b) 
has to avoid the tJ values given above. 
(c) K(+) > N, we have to choose Z> 1, in which case K(C#B) = N + v~+~ 
+ . * * + vk+l__l for k E g. There is a family of interpolating functions with 
fixed numerator and denominator degrees: 
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This family contains vk+r + - - - v~+~_~ + 1 parameters, which have to avoid 
values on the hyperplanes defined by (3.3b). 
From (a) above it follows that the smallest admissible value of K(+) is 
~~~~ := N - v,,, where v,, := ~~~{v~:Yi(uj)+o,jEB}. (3.4) 
We summarize these facts in 
COROLLARY 3.5 
(a) Under the assumptions of the theorem the admissible values of K($J) 
c N are 
N- vk, pmvided yk(oj) # 0, j E e; 
All values of K ($a) 2 N are admissible. 
(b) Cauchy ‘s problem is solvable if and only if the following condition is 
satisfied: 
3kEn suchthat vk=l, and yk(uj)#O, jE@. (3.6a) 
Correspondingly, all admissible pairs of numerator and derwminator degrees 
whose sum is equal to N - 1 are as follows: 
degz=N- C vi, degy= C Vj, k satisfies (3.6a), (3.6b) 
jck j’k-1 
The above result says that the Cauchy interpolation problem, defined in 
the introduction, has a solution if and only if some quotient qk generated by 
the Euclidean algorithm has degree equal to one, and in addition yk(oj) f 0, 
j Etj. 
REMARK 3.7. (a) The Pad& approximation problem being a special case 
of the Cauchy interpolation problem, as discussed in the introduction, 
Corollary 3.5(b) above gives the solution of the Pad& approximation problem 
as well. In particular, the existence of a (p, 9) Pade approximant (p := deg z, 
9 := deg y) can be checked using (3.6b); the approximant can then be 
computed if it exists, using (3.3a). 
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(b) The condition (3.3b) is equivalent to the requirement that the numer- 
ator and the denominator polynomials z, y of + in (3.3a) be coprime. 
Furthermore, the condition yk(uj) # 0, j E 8, is equivalent to the coprime- 
ness of the polynomials ao/un, uk/an. 
(c) By construction [see (2.2)] any two yi are coprime. Consequently, 
whenever I> 0, the condition (3.3b) can always be satisfied for an ap- 
propriate choice of the m,(o) [see case K($) > N, above]. 
(d) Similar arguments to those leading to (3.6b) show that all admissible 
pairs of numerator, denominator degrees whose sum is equal to N are 
degz=N- c vi, degy= c vi, k=O,l,..., n. 
ick ick 
(e) It follows from Corollary 3.5(a) that the set of admissible K(+), in 
general, does not form a continuous set of integers. Actually, the bigger the 
differences between the vi, the bigger the gaps of this set. 
(f) The first study of interpolation problems using the Euclidean al- 
gorithm and the related continued-fraction decomposition dates back to 
Kronecker (1881). More recently, Meinguet (1970) studied the Cauchy 
interpolation problem using this approach. Given fixed numerator and de- 
nominator degrees, formulae in terms of determinants are provided for the 
numerator and for the denominator polynomials. The existence question, 
however, is not investigated. 
We illustrate the above results by means of the following three examples. 
EXAMPLE 3.8a. We will parametrize the rational functions which inter- 
polate the following points: 
q=o, $Jl#= -2; Us’ -1, +s,a= -3, &J=3; 
u3=2, f+3,0=6* 
The sequence of polynomials (3.la) is 
UJU) = u4 - 3u2 - 20, Ui( u) = u3 - 2, u2(u) = - 302, 
u3(u) = - 2, u,(u) = 0, 
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while the corresponding sequence of quotients is 
91(u) = 03 92(cr) = - a/3, q3(u) = 3u2/2, and 
VI= 1, Ya= 1, us= 2. 
The sequence given by (3.lb) is 
and 
U3 
y&J)= -3+1, 
al&J) 
Y4b) = - - 
a3w 
x,(u) = 1, x1((J) = 0, x,(u) = 1, 
al(u) 
x,(u) = - 
a3W * 
There are only two interpolating functions satisfying K( $) < N = 4: 
al(u) a3(4 6 -= 
YhJ) 
u3-2 and -=- 
y3(u) G-3’ 
The Cauchy interpolation problem has one solution in this case. Notice that 
as(u)/ ys(u) is excluded because the denominator does not satisfy (3.3b). 
Thus by (3.4) K,h = 2. 
The interpolating functions satisfying K(+) = N = 4 are 
%(4 + v+) u4 + m1u3 - 3u2 - 2u - 2m, 
m,y,(4 = 
> 
ml 
alb>+m2a2(d u3 - 3m,u2 - 2 
yr(u)+ m2v2bJ) = -m,u+l ’ 
a2(u) + m3a3(u) 3u2 +2m, 
ys(u)+msy,(u) = (mJ3)u2-u+l’ 
a3b) - 12 
y3(u) + m4Y4(u) =3m4u4-(9m4+2)u2-6m,u+6’ 
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where, because of (3.3b), the constant parameters m,, ms, ms must avoid the 
following values: m, # 0; ma # - 1, i; ms # 0, - $,S. The corresponding 
(numerator, denominator) degrees are (4,0), (3, l), (2,2), (0,4), as predicted 
by (3.7d). 
EXAMPLE 3.8b. There are six distinct pairs to be interpolated in this 
example: 
(1, - 36), (-1, -3% (2, 4% (-2, -9), 
(3, -4), (-3, -4). 
The sequence given by (3.la) is 
uo(u) = a6 - 14a4 +49a2 - 36, ur(u) = u4 - 14u2 +49, 
u2(u) = - 36, as(o) = 0, 
while the sequence given by (3.lb) is 
YOW =ov Y,(U) = 1, Y&J) = - fJ2> y3(u) = - u,/36. 
From (2.1~) we obtain vr = 2, u2 = 4. Then (3.6a) immediately implies that 
the Cauchy interpolation problem has tw solution. 
There are two interpolating functions satisfying v(+) < 6, namely 
a1 a2 36 
-zzu 
Yl 
1 and -=-_. 
Yz U2 
Moreover there are three functions which satisfy K(+) = 6, namely 
moao +a1 
moyo + Yl 
= mou8 - (14mo - l)u4 + (49m, - 14)~~ - (36mo - 49), 
a1 + m2u2 u4 - 14a2+49 - 36m, = 
-m2u2+l ’ 
m 
Yl+ mzy2 
2 #l 1 L ‘4’9’ 
a2 + 1723a3 36 m3 
= 
Y,+m,Y, m,u,(a)+u2' 
m3:= - -_ 
36 
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Notice that the set of admissible K($J) [cf. (1.2b)] and the set of admissible 
a(+) [cf. (1.2a)] are the same namely 2,4,5,6,7,. . . . 
EWPLE 3.8c. In this example we will show how the above described 
framework can be used to compute the Pade table of the simple irrational 
function f(a) = (1 + u2)l12. For details on the Pad& table see Gragg (1972). 
The first few coefficients of the Taylor series expansion of f(u) are 
{ 1,0,&O,-$,0,&o )... >. 
Thus by (1.5), a,(a) = a”, while ai is a polynomial in the indeterminate 
u2. If N is even, all the quotients generated by the Euclidean algorithm (2.la) 
are also functions of u2. Therefore their degree will never be equal to one, as 
required by (3.6a). This implies that for N even there are no Padi! approxi- 
mants of f(u). If N is odd, (2.la) implies that all (normalized) quotients are 
~~(a) = u, i.e. vk = 1, k E 2. Since a, is always a function of u2, it follows 
that a,,k even, have u as a common factor. Thus for even k, by Remark 
3.7(b), the conditions (3.3b) are never satisfied. For k odd, it is readily 
checked that ~~(0) # 0, which in turn by (3.7b) implies that the condition 
(3.3b) is satisfied. Thus by Corollary 3.5(b), for even N the only Padi: 
approximants for f(u) are 
44 
Y&J) ’ 
kEc, kodd 
Therefore, in the Pade table for f(u), every other row, and every other 
column starting with the second, is missing. 
REMARK ADDED in PROOF: It readily follows from Antoulas and Anderson 
(1986), that in the case of the interpolation problem with degree of complex- 
ity S(+) (see (1.2a)), gem&city of the data implies uniqueness of the 
minimal-complexity solution f#3min. 
In case however that the degree of complexity is defined as K(#J) (see 
(1.2b)), this is not true. Here is the reason for this behavior. From (3.4) it 
follows that there is a unique interpolating function cpmin with minimal 
degree of complexity K,,,~,,, provided that 
V :=vi=-v i forall j#i. 
For generic data however, the degree of the Lagrange interpolating poly- 
nomial is N - 1 and vr = 1, for i E 3. Therefore, in the generic case there are 
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N solutions with minimal complexity N - 1. This argument shows that with 
degree of complexity the number of poles and zeros of the interpolating 
function genericity implies non-uniqueness of the minimal complexity solu- 
tions. Furthermore, the condition 
guarantees uniqueness of the minimalcomplexity solution. Clearly, the above 
condition is satisfied only in those cases for which the Euclidean algorithm is 
highly non-generic. 
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